ŠTRUKLI- Signature dish
A traditional speciality from the Croatian Zagorje (the
Region North of Zagreb, on the other side of the Medvednica
mountain), born in the hilly landscapes covered in
picturesque pastures and plough-fields, claimed it’s
undisputed as a part of the hotel’s culinary offer from the
very beginning.
Štrukli were prepared in this hotel for the first time back in
1951, when they became a part of the menu, and the
Esplanade hotel kept this tradition ever since. Hence of the
hotel and Štrukli cherish a very special, lasting relationship.
The idea came from the hotel’s chef desire to collect special
and verified recipes from various Croatian regions…
Culinary experts recognized the value of national meals and
their tradition, as it is most desirable invitation for the guests
wanting to enjoy the local delicacies.
In the Art Deco interior of Le Bistro or elegant ambience of
Zinfandel’s restaurant, the guests are welcomed by pleasant
environment, perfect service and friendly personnel that
blend the local specialities with those coming from other
regions of the world.
Esplanade’s delicious Štrukli advanced to the top of the offer thanks to their indisputable quality, the
fact they are hand made, and the local tradition, making their way from village kitchens to elite
restaurants.
The Štrukli pastry is pressed, field with a fresh cottage cheese, folded and sorted in thin porcelain
plates by hand.
_________
About Esplanade Zagreb Hotel
Opened in 1925, the Esplanade Hotel Zagreb is one of the city's most famous and elegant buildings. Originally
built for passengers of the Orient Express, this iconic hotel combines stylish luxury, genuine hospitality and a
tradition of capturing the zeitgeist to reflect the art deco heritage. The hotel was recently renovated adding
contemporary touches while retaining some of the classics. The effect was described by a guest as "very old
Hollywood glam". The hotel provides 208 spacious and lavishly furnished rooms and suites, signature
restaurants, a health club, bar/lounges, conference facilities and Scented Baths and much more.
For more information, visit www.esplanade.hr
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